IAC

IAC can look back on a year with many new interesting collaborations and events, as well as the construction of a permanent and vivid environment, meeting- and workplace for artists, students, teachers and researchers from different backgrounds. As we have initiated more activities and partnerships the public generally has become more and more aware of IAC.

In November, the festival and symposium “Tacit or Loud: where is the knowledge in art?” was held where scientists and artists from around the world participated.

In April, IAC was part of a major music festival in cooperation with Inkonst, EMS and two international festivals. Other collaborations have been initiated with Musik i Syd, Theatre Weimar, Samtidsverket, konsthall Oslo, Trail Festival i Danmark and Skissernas Museum. We are also working with the launch of a number of residency programmes in the fall.

Körcentrum Syd

For the eighth summer in a row, we give courses in choral conducting and choral lead in Malmö where Körcentrum South stands as principal together with Sveriges körförbund. This year, 67 participants from Sweden, Finland and Denmark will be attending the courses, which are including gospel-, children- and youth choir focus.

Please read more here: http://www.korcentrumsyd.lu.se/utbildning/dirigent-och-korledarkurser

It’s finally here, Choral Syd’s new website! It is part of the Lund University website solution Drupal and our faith and the hope is that it is more transparent and user-friendly than our former website.

You can find us now on:
www.korcentrumsyd.lu.se

You can also find us on facebook:
www.facebook.com/KorcentrumSyd
Malmö Art Academy

Malmö Art Academy has been invited by Malmö Art Museum to make this year’s summer exhibition. Now, twenty graduating students are displaying their works in an exhibition with the evocative title: *We will push the ship from shore and let it drift toward the darkest of oceans.*

Curators are the school’s professors Joachim Koester and Emily Wardill.

This year’s study trip for MFA1:s went to the Venice Biennale. This year’s external examiners were for BFA3:s the British art critic Kirsty Bell, and for the MFA2:s the Vienna-based curator Georgia Holz.

We are also preparing for the celebration of our 20th anniversary.

Malmö Theatre Academy

After another intensive academic year at the Malmö Theatre Academy, twelve fine actors graduated and our two doctoral students have both completed their 75% seminars. Dramatist-, master and TTP-students have completed their first year and two new PhD students has been admitted to start their doctoral studies in spring 2016.

The multiannual research project ”Ögonblickets anatomi” will have its final seminar in October.

No new master students will be admitted to the autumn term, but we will hold an independent film course with Goran Kapetanovic and Lukas Moodysson.

The School has a new principal, Anna Lyrevik, and Margaret Unne-Göransson, voice teacher at the school for many years is retiring this summer after 34 years. We warmly thank Teta for fantastic contributions over the years!

Malmö Academy of Music

Spring term ended June 5 with a feast at the Music Academy. In connection to this, Ingemar Fridell and Bo Nilsson was thanked as they will retire due to this summer.

As always, many concerts and projects has been accomplished by the students and teachers and the autumn concerts are already being planned. One dissertation took place during spring and three dissertations are expected fall 2015.

Malmö Academy of Music is also active in various international networks and projects, eg Lund University’s U21-group, the European Association for Music in Schools.

During the spring we worked with the planning of the Lund University 350th anniversary starting with our participation in the festivities of the ”A year before the party” on Friday December 11, in Lund Cathedral. This means that the Christmas concert gets a slightly different program design than in previous years and with fewer instrumentalists and singers in the choir.

In the spring, the work on the project New Malmö Academy of Music, moved into a negotiation phase and this phase is estimated to take one year.

"SOMMARTIPS" in SKÅNE

- Summer Stage Malmo celebrates ten years - It is celebrated with a party! http://malmo.se/sommarscen
- Summer fun - Lots of fun things to do in Malmö during the summer! http://malmo.se/sommarkul
- Sommarlund - provides hundreds of different cultural experiences for children, youth and adults in Lund municipality in summer. http://www.sommarlund.se/
- HX - Helsingborg filled with experiences and challenges within music, culture and sports. http://www.hx.se/om-hx
- Other summer experiences in Skåne: http://visitskane.com/